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IBPS PO 2016 Questions Asked (Section Wise) 

IBPS PO 2016 Questions Asked: 

Cloze Test 

English Language 

Big ideas come from tackling big problems. When one is confronted with an overwhelming task, 

it’s pieces. Business jargon is full of phrases about that, like “pilot projects” and “low-hanging 

fruit.” They have their place, but in the repertory of management practice, they should share 

their place with bold approaches to big challenges. Much of today’s most valuable management 

knowledge came from wrestling with such issues. The most complicated workplace in the middle 

of the last century was the automobile assembly plant. Drawn to its complexity where Peter F. 

Drucker, W. Edwards Deming, and Taiichi Ohno, among others. The work they and their disciples 

did, applied in industry after industry, is the basis of the best that we know about operations, 

managing people, innovation, organizational design, and much more. The most complex 

workplaces are tertiary care hospitals. These vast enterprises employ tens of thousands of 

people who, under one roof, do everything from neurosurgery to laundry. Each patient – that is 

to say, each “job” — calls on a different set of people with a different constellation of skills; even 

when the two patients have the same diagnosis, success may be measured differently. This is 

complexity of an order of magnitude greater than automobile assembly, and anyone who has 

been hospitalized knows that management has thus far been unequal to the scope of task. The 

workers, managers, consultants, and scholars who crack this nut will reshape industries and 

institutions just as profoundly as Drucker, Deming, and Ohno did. 

Spotting Error 

The month of March (1) / takes its name (2) / of the Roman god Mars. (3) / No error. (4) 

 

Parajumbles 

1. Carbon sinks, 70% forest cover, powered almost entirely by mountain streams—Bhutan is a 

poster child for green living. 

2. It is the only country in the world that is carbon negative, which means it produces more 

oxygen than it consumes. 

3. So far, so good. But then, two things happened. 
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4. One, India and China got richer. 

5. Bhutan, sandwiched between the two most populous nations on Earth, suffers for their sins. 

6. Glaciers are beginning to melt, flash floods and heavy rains—and even droughts—are 

common, and temperatures are climbing 

IBPS PO 2016 Questions Asked: 

Q. Ratio of age of A:B is 7:6. After 5 years M will be 30 years. What is B’s present age? 

Quantitative Aptitude 

Q. m+1/m=1 find m²-m+1/m²+m+1, m≠0 ? 

Q. A girl purchased an article for Rs.4892. Gives two progressive markdown 25% and 35%. 

Discover the offering cost. 

Q. Sum of money lent out at simple interest amounts to Rs. 550 after 2 years and to Rs. 1050 

after a further period of 5 years. Find the sum and the rate %. 

Q. Number Series Asked in the exam – 

• 6, 16, 45, 184, 915 , ____ ? 

• 11, 20, 38, 74, _____ ? 

IBPS PO 2016 Questions Asked: 

Blood Relations 

Reasoning Ability 

Q. Pointing to a girl in the photograph, Naveen said, “Her mother`s brother is the only son of my 

mother’s father.” How is the girl`s mother related to Naveen ? 

Seating Arrangement 

Q. Six men are sitting in a circle facing to the center of the circle. They are A, B, C, D, E and F. E 

is not between B and D but some other one. A is next to the left of F. C is 4th to the right of A. 

Syllogism 

Q.Statements: 
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Some Pens are Slats 
Some Slats are not Pencils 
All Pencils are Erasers 
Conclusions: 
I.Some Pencils are not Slats 
II.Some Erasers are Pens 
If only (I) conclusion follows 
If only (II) conclusion follows 
If either conclusion (I) or (II) follows 
If neither conclusion (I) nor (II) follows 
If both conclusion (I) and (II) follows 
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